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Figure 1. StyLitGAN identifies directional vectors (di) within StyleGAN’s style space (W+ ) which, when added to the w+ style code,
effectively modify the lighting of generated images while preserving their geometry and albedo. This process eliminates the need for
per-image search or model fine-tuning. The first column displays images generated from StyleGAN2; subsequent columns illustrate the same
scene, each relit using a specific direction. These relighting directions (di) are derived through a forward selection method, ensuring diversity
and avoiding cherry-picking. The directional effects are consistent across different scenes: for instance, d1 activates an orange-tinged
bedside lamp, d2 a less intense white-tinged lamp, d3 introduces strong directional light from the window, and so on, demonstrating diverse
relighting capabilities of StyLitGAN.

Abstract

We describe a novel method, StyLitGAN, for relighting
and resurfacing images in the absence of labeled data. StyL-
itGAN generates images with realistic lighting effects, includ-
ing cast shadows, soft shadows, inter-reflections, and glossy
effects, without the need for paired or CGI data. StyLit-
GAN uses an intrinsic image method to decompose an image,
followed by a search of the latent space of a pretrained Style-
GAN to identify a set of directions. By prompting the model
to fix one component (e.g., albedo) and vary another (e.g.,
shading), we generate relighted images by adding the identi-
fied directions to the latent style codes. Quantitative metrics
of change in albedo and lighting diversity allow us to choose
effective directions using a forward selection process. Qual-
itative evaluation confirms the effectiveness of our method.

1. Introduction
Scene appearance shifts dramatically with varying lighting
conditions - a sunlit room takes on a different character as
daylight fades, and interior spaces transform with the flick of
a switch. Similarly, surface changes, like a wall’s paint color,
change not only the wall’s appearance but also the overall
image due to light reflection. Despite the impressive realism
achieved by current generative models like StyleGAN [22–
24], they fall short in dynamically controlling scene lighting,
a key aspect of realistic image generation.

In this work, we present StyLitGAN, a novel approach
that extends the editing capabilities of StyleGAN [38, 45,
46, 53]. StyLitGAN uniquely manipulates style codes to
selectively change lighting while preserving other image
attributes like albedo and geometry. This selective editing
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addresses a critical gap in current generative methods, which
typically lack the precision to control individual scene com-
ponents independently.

Our method, StyLitGAN, first uses StyleGAN to produce
a set of images and then decomposes these generated images
into albedo, diffuse shading, and glossy effects using an off-
the-shelf, self-supervised network [14]. We then search for
style code edits by prompting StyleGAN to produce images
that (a) are diverse, but (b) have the same albedo (and so
geometry and material) as the original generated images.
Our search selects the most effective relighting directions in
a data-driven manner.

Our approach generates images with realistic lighting ef-
fects, including cast shadows, soft shadows, inter-reflections,
and glossy effects. Importantly, we observe that style code
edits produce consistent effects across images. For instance,
as seen in Fig. 1, adding the first and second directions tends
to switch on bedside lamps (columns Relit-1 and Relit-2),
while adding the fourth direction increases the light intensity
from outside the window (column Relit-4). Since StyLit-
GAN can generate any image that a vanilla StyleGAN can, it
also generate images that are out of distribution, one would
expect FID scores to increase over StyleGAN; this happens.

The recent method GAN-control [39] controls lighting
on face images using an attribute procedure. We show, in
contrast to StyLitGAN, GAN-control fails on indoor scenes,
likely because the attribute vocabulary is too easily subverted
by the complex lighting effects in indoor scenes.

We demonstrate applications of StyLitGAN to standard
vision problems. Using the Multi-Ilum dataset of [29], we
show that predictions from a SOTA surface normal predic-
tor [21] vary significantly when lighting is changed. Fine-
tuning this normal predictor using StyLitGAN images sup-
presses this effect. The improvement is comparable with that
obtained by finetuning with true multi-illuminant images
(which are very difficult to obtain in quantity).

2. Related Work
Image Manipulation: A significant literature deals with
manipulating and editing images [3, 10, 11, 15, 17, 27, 33,
35, 44, 54]. Editing procedures for generative image mod-
els [16] are important, because they demand compact im-
age representations with useful, disentangled interpretations.
StyleGAN [22–24] is currently de facto state-of-the-art for
editing generated images, likely because its mapping of ini-
tial noise vectors to style codes which control entire fea-
ture layers produces latent spaces that are heavily disentan-
gled and so easy to manipulate. Recent editing methods
include [8, 36, 38, 45, 46, 53], with a survey in [47]. The
architecture can be adapted to incorporate spatial priors for
authoring novel and edited images [13, 28, 43]. In contrast to
this literature, we show how to fix one physically meaningful
image factor while changing another. Doing so is difficult

because the latent spaces are not perfectly disentangled, and
we must produce a diverse set of changes in only one factor.
Relighting using StyleGAN: Relighting faces using Style-
GAN can be achieved with Stylerig [43], but this method
requires a 3D morphable face model. In contrast, StyLit-
GAN does not require a 3D model and can be extended to
complex indoor scenes, which is not possible with Stylerig.
Yang et al. [48] uses semantic label attributes to train a binary
classifier to find latent space directions that represent indoor
and natural lighting, but this method cannot produce diverse
relighting effects. We also find Yang et al’s relighting to
change color or albedo. In contrast, StyLitGAN generates
diverse realistic relighting effects without changing albedo
and without requiring any labeled attributes.

StyleFlow [1] and GAN-control [39] require a paramet-
ric model to express lighting, such as spherical harmonics.
These methods are limited to relighting faces and do not
result in realistic relighting of rooms. Our experiments using
GAN-control for rooms result in large geometry and albedo
change. In contrast, StyLitGAN can produce relighted im-
ages without changing geometry or albedo. We also note
that rooms are more challenging to relight than faces due to
significant long-scale inter-reflection effects, diverse shadow
patterns, stylized luminaires, stylized surface albedos, and
surface brightnesses that are not a function of surface normal
alone. These factors make it difficult to apply GAN control
directly to rooms. Also, none of these methods can resurface
or recolor rooms, though StyLitGAN can also edit color or
materials while preserving the scene’s lighting.
Other Face Relighting methods use carefully collected su-
pervisory data from light-stages or parametric spherical har-
monics [30, 32, 37, 41, 52]. ShadeGAN [31], Rendering
with Style [6], and Volux-GAN [42] use a volumetric ren-
dering approach to learn the 3D structure of the face and the
illumination encoding. Volux-GAN [42] also requires image
decomposition from [32] that is trained using carefully cu-
rated light-stage data. In comparison, we neither require any
explicit 3D modeling of the scene nor labeled and curated
data for training the image decomposition model.

3. Approach
We follow convention and manipulate StyleGAN [24] by
adjusting the w+ latent variables. We do not modify Style-
GAN weights, but instead, seek a set of lighting directions
di (same shape as w+) which are independent of w+ and
have desired effects on the generated image. We obtain these
directions by constructing losses that capture the desired
outcomes, and then search for directions that minimize these
losses. We find all directions only once and use 2000 ran-
domly generated images for this search. Once found, these
lighting directions apply to all other generated images. Our
search procedure only sees each image once.

Fig. 2 summarizes our procedure and we call our model
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Figure 2. How StyLitGAN works: We generate an image from random Gaussian noise using a pretrained StyleGAN. We also generate novel
relighted versions (16 in our case) of the same image using randomly initialized latent directions (d) that are added to w+ latent style codes.
We train a classifier (F) that takes in all the pairs of relighted and original images and predicts the relighting direction applied to them. We
apply a distinction loss and jointly update the latent directions and the classifier. Next, we generate the decomposition of these images from
a pretrained decomposition model (D). We then apply losses that force StyLitGAN to find latent directions such that the albedo does not
change (consistency loss), but the image does (diversity loss).

StyLitGAN. Our method consists of two stages. The first
stage involves decomposing images using a pretrained model.
The second stage jointly searches for directions and trains
a classifier F. The classifier F predicts the latent direction
applied to image pairs. It’s a classification task with a fixed
number of jointly learned latent directions. While classifier F
doesn’t directly know whether latent directions relate to light-
ing, our use of image decomposition losses ensures these
directions are lighting-related. The consistency loss main-
tains albedo, and the diversity loss ensures diverse shading
changes, both properties expected when changing lighting
conditions. Thus, while jointly updating the classifier F and
latent directions, these losses ensure the discovered direc-
tions pertain to relighting. We now elaborate on our search
for directions and losses in detail.
Base StyleGAN Models: We use baseline pretrained models
from [49] that use a dual-contrastive loss to train StyleGAN
for bedrooms, faces, and churches. We also use baseline pre-
trained StyleGAN2 models from [13] for conference rooms,
kitchens, dining rooms, and living rooms.
Decomposition: We decompose images into albedo, shad-
ing, and gloss maps (gloss only when available) as A×S+G,
where A models albedo effects and S and G model shading
and gloss effects respectively. We use the method of Forsyth
and Rock [14] and its variant from Bhattad and Forsyth [3],
which is easily adapted because it is self-supervised and uses
only samples from statistical models derived from Land’s
Retinex theory [25]. By changing the statistical spatial model
parameters, we can construct many decompositions using
their approach. We evaluate many such decomposition mod-
els under several hyperparameter settings and create a large
pool of relighting directions. We finalize our directions using
a forward selection process that provides minimal albedo and
geometry shift with a large relighting diversity (Section 4).
Relighting a scene should produce a new, realistic im-
age where the shading has changed but the albedo has

not. Write I(w+) for the image produced by StyleGAN
given style codes w+, and A(I), S(I), and G(I) for the
albedo, shading, and gloss respectively recovered from im-
age I . We search for multiple directions di such that: (a)
A(I(w+ + di)) is very close to A(I(w+)) – so the image
is a relighted version of I(w+), a property we call persis-
tent consistency; (b) the images produced by the different
directions are linearly independent – relighting diversity;
(c) which direction was used can be determined from the
image, so that different directions have visibly distinct ef-
fects – distinctive relighting; and (d) the new shading field
(map) is not strongly correlated to the albedo – independent
relighting. Not every shading field can be paired with a
given albedo, otherwise there would be nothing to do. We
assume that edited w+ will result in realistic images [7].
Recoloring: Alternatively, we may wish to edit scenes where
the colors or materials of objects have changed, but the light-
ing hasn’t. Because shading conveys a great deal of infor-
mation about shape, we can find these edits using modified
losses by seeking consistency in the shading field.

Persistent Consistency: The albedo decomposition of
both the relighted scene: AR = A(I(w+ + di)) and the
original: AO = A(I(w+)) must be the same; where R
refers to relighted images and O refers to StyleGAN gener-
ated images. We use a Huber loss and a perceptual feature
loss [20, 51] from a VGG feature extractor (Φ) [40] at vari-
ous feature layers (j) to preserve persistent effects (geometry,
appearance, and texture) in the scene.

Lconst(AO, AR) =

{
1
2
[AO −AR]

2 for |AO −AR| ≤ δ,
δ (|AO −AR| − δ/2) otherwise.

(1)

Lper(AO, AR) = ||Φj(AO)− Φj(AR)||2. (2)

Relighting Diversity: We want the set of relighted images
produced by the directions to be diverse on a long scale
so that regions that were in shadow in one image might be



bright in another. For each S(w+ + di), we stack the two
shading and gloss: S and G, and compute a smoothed and
downsampled vector ti from these maps. We then compute
Ldiv(S,G) (diversity loss) which compels these ti to be
linearly independent and encourages diversity in relighting.

Ldiv(S,G) = − log detN (3)

where ith & jth component of N is t⊺i tj

Distinctive Relighting: A network might try to cheat by
making minimal changes to the image. Directions di should
have the property that di is easy to impute from I(w++di).
Joint with the search for directions, we train a classifier
to categorize the applied direction. This classifier accepts
I(w+) and I(w++di) and must predict i. Its cross-entropy
supplies our loss:

min
l,F

Ldist(I(w
+), I(w+ + di))

= −
M∑
i=1

yi logF (I(w+), I(w+ + di))
(4)

Saturation Penalty: Our diversity loss might cheat and
obtain high diversity by generating blocks of over-saturated
or under-saturated pixels. So, we apply a saturation penalty
over several pixels within a certain threshold.

Lsat = λoversat

[ 1

H ×W

H∑
i=1

W∑
j=1

max(0, Ii,j − s)2
]

+λundersat

[ 1

H ×W

H∑
i=1

W∑
j=1

max(0, s− Ii,j)
2
] (5)

where λoversat and λundersat are the penalty weights for
over-saturation and under-saturation respectively, H and W
are the height and width of the images, Ii,j is the pixel inten-
sity at pixel location (i, j), and s is the saturation threshold
(i.e., the maximum allowed pixel intensity). The penalty is
computed as the mean squared difference between the pixel
intensity and the saturation threshold.

Recoloring requires swapping albedo and shading com-
ponents in all losses, except we do not use decorrelation
loss while recoloring. Obtaining good results requires quite
a careful choice of loss weights (λ coefficients). We ex-
periment with several λ coefficients for both these edits
(Section 4 and Supplementary).

4. Model and Directions Selection
We prompt StyleGAN to find style code directions that: (a)
do not change the albedo, and (b) strongly change the im-
age. We use many image decomposition models to obtain
directions across multiple hyperparameter settings. We have
no particular reason to believe that a single model will give
only good directions or all good directions. We then find

a subset of admissible models. We must choose admissi-
ble models using a plot of albedo change versus diversity
because there is no way to weigh these effects against one
another. However, relatively few methods are admissible
– see Figure 3. We then pool all directions from all of the
admissible models and use forward selection to find a small
set of polished directions in this pool.

Scoring Albedo Change: We use SuperPoints [19] to find
100 interest points in the original StyleGAN-generated im-
age. Around each interest point, we form a 8 × 8 patch.
We then compare these patches with patches in the same
locations for multiple different relightings of that image. If
the albedo in the image does not change, then each patch
will have the same albedo but different lighting.

Given two color image patches p and q, viewed un-
der different lights, we must measure the difference be-
tween their albedos da(p,q). Write pij for the RGB vec-
tor at the i, j’th location (1 ≤ i ≤ M , 1 ≤ j ≤ N )
and write pij,k for the k’th RGB component at that loca-
tion. The intensity of the light may change without the
albedo changing, so this problem is homogeneous (i.e. for
λ, µ > 0, da(p,q) = da(λp, µq)). Assume that the illu-
mination intensity changes, but not color. The patches are
small, so the illumination field on a patch can be modeled
as a linear function, so there are albedos a, b such that
pij = (pxi + pyj + pc)aij and qij = (qxi + qyj + qc)bij .
If the two patches have similar albedo, there will be px
etc. such that p′ij = (qxi + qyj + qc)pij is the same as
q′ij = (pxi+ pyj + pc)qij . We measure the cosine distance

da(p,q) = 1− max
px,...qc

∑
ijk p

′
ijkq

′
ijk√∑

ijk(p
′
ijk)

2
√∑

ijk(p
′
ijk)

2
(6)

The relevant maximum can be calculated by analogy with
canonical correlation analysis (Supplementary).

Scoring Lighting Diversity: Illumination cone theory [2]
yields that any non-negative linear combination of k shadings
is a physically plausible shading. To determine if an image
is new, we relax the non-negativity constraint and so must
ensure that it cannot be expressed as a linear combination
of existing images. In turn, we seek a measure of the linear
independence of a set of images. This measure should: be
large when there is a strong linear dependency; and not grow
too fast when the images are scaled. Write xi for the i’th
image, and X for the matrix whose i, j’th component is
xixj . Then − log detX is very large when the xi is close
to linearly dependent, but does not scale too fast when the
images are scaled.

Decomposition Models Investigated: We searched 25
instances in total obtained with different hyperparameter set-
tings from three families of decomposition. The first family



Figure 3. Each model from StyLitGAN produces 16 directions.
Models differ by choice of hyperparameters and intrinsic image
decomposition. We evaluate models by albedo change and by diver-
sity, averaged across a small fixed validation set of test scenes. As
the figure shows, there is typically a payoff, but some models are
not admissible. Figure 4 shows examples from some of the models
considered here. We exclude inadmissible models, then pool all
directions from all other models, and apply a forward selection
procedure (section 4). This yields 16 strong relighting directions
(the gold star). In our comparison with Yang et al. [48], we focus
on the changes in albedo since their method identifies only a single
relighting direction. This limits the scope for evaluating relighting
diversity. Yang et al. [48] aggressively change scene albedo, while
our StyLitGAN ensures only lighting changes. Additionally, we
compare with GAN-control [39], which, while attempting relight-
ing, often changes the scene layout, leading to large albedo change
and increased diversity score due to layout variations.

is the SOTA unsupervised model of [14], which decom-
poses images into albedo and shading using example images
drawn from statistical models. The second is a variant of
that family that decomposes into albedo, shading, and gloss
decomposition [3]. The third is an albedo, shading, and gloss
decomposition that models fine edges in the albedo rather
than the shading field. These models were chosen to repre-
sent a range of possible decompositions, but others could
yield better results. The key point is that we can choose a
model from a collection by a rational process.

Selecting Directions: Our approach for selecting direc-
tions involves creating a scatter plot of 25 instances with var-
ious hyperparameters and image decomposition models. We
find 16 directions for each instance in our final experiments,
and the search for 16 directions takes about 14 minutes on
an A40 GPU. We experimented with different numbers of
directions of order 2n for n=2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and found that 16
directions (n=4) strike a better balance between relighting
diversity and albedo change. However, finding multiple di-
rections is challenging because the search space is complex
and high-dimensional, and we lack ground truth to supervise
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Figure 4. The bottom row shows scene relightings obtained using
our final, forward selected, set of directions (star of Figure 3). For
comparison, we also show scene relightings from different models
obtained from StyLitGAN shown in Figure 3 (model numbers
correspond to numbers on that figure). Note how most models are
capable of producing some good directions, but not all directions
from a given model may be good.

the search. Therefore, we apply a two-step process to find
effective directions and filter out any bad directions.

We first identify and discard inadmissible models that are
located behind the Pareto frontier. We then select the top
10 admissible models based on their average albedo change
when applied over a large set of fixed validation images. Our
goal is to select the best relighting directions from these
admissible models. To achieve this, a forward selection
process is employed, which involves selecting a subset of
directions from the set of admissible directions.

Forward Selection Process: To select the best directions,
we begin with all directions from the admissible models,
resulting in 160 directions from 10 models. These directions
are then filtered to remove “bad” directions that produce
relighting similar to the original image or shading that does
not vary across pixels, resulting in 108 directions.

Next, we use a greedy process to select the best 16 direc-
tions from the remaining 108 directions. We evaluate each
direction one at a time and add it to the pool if it provides
a large diversity score while incurring a small penalty for
large albedo change. This process continues until the desired
number of directions are selected. The forward selection
process is fast and efficient, taking less than a minute.

The resulting scores from the forward select 16 directions
are marked with a star in golden color in Fig. 3. The direc-
tions obtained with this process are significantly better than
individual models alone. A qualitative ablation is in Fig. 4.

5. Experiments
Qualitative Evaluation: StyLitGAN produces realistic im-
ages that are out of distribution but known to exist for
straightforward physical reasons. Because they’re out of dis-
tribution, current quantitative evaluation tools do not apply.
We evaluate realism qualitatively. Further, there is no direct



Generated Image Relit - 1 (+d1) Relit - 2 (+d2) Relit - 3 (+d3) Relit - 4 (+d4) Relit - 5 (+d5) Relit - 6 (+d6) Relit - 7 (+d7)

Figure 5. First column images generated by the original StyleGAN. Other columns show images obtained from w+ + di , our relighting
directions added to the style codes (w+) of the images in the first column. These directions have been chosen to fix albedo, but change
shading. Note: each row shows the same scenes but with different illumination. Lighting varies aggressively, and the individual latent
direction di has persistent semantics – each column corresponds to a type of illumination. For example, the second (d1) and third (d2)
column switches on bedside lamps. It is worth noting the presence of soft shadows, cast shadows, inter-reflections, and glossy changes
across relights. Another important observation to note is that all relightings are with respect to world coordinates, not camera coordinates.

Generated Image Resurf.- 1 (+d1) Resurf.- 2 (+d2) Resurf.- 3 (+d3) Resurf.- 4 (+d4) Resurf.- 5 (+d5) Resurf.- 6 (+d6) Resurf.- 7 (+d7)

Figure 6. Resurfacing Generated Images. Instead of relighting images, we can generate resurfaced images by swapping our consistency and
diversity loss. We apply diversity loss to change the albedo and consistency loss to maintain the shading and global illumination. The first
column shows images generated by the original StyleGAN, and the other columns show images obtained from w+ +di for our resurfacing
or recoloring directions. Each column shows the same scene as in the first column, but with varying surface colors and materials, while the
individual latent direction di retains its semantics.

comparable method. However, we show relighting compar-
isons to a recent SOTA method that is physically motivated
and trained with CGI data [26] by using a SOTA inversion
method [5] (Fig. 14 in Supplementary). For relighting, our

method should generate images that: are clearly relightings
of a scene; fix geometry and albedo but visibly change shad-
ing; and display complicated illumination effects, including
soft shadows, cast shadows and gloss. For resurfacing, our
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Figure 7. Controllability: The first and last columns of the figure show relighted images generated using our Relit-1 and Relit-5 directions.
The bottom section of the figure features a user-controllable slider that enables adjusting the weight of the relighting effects produced by
these two directions. Moving the slider from left to right results in a seamless interpolation between the two lighting directions and provides
precise control over the relighting of the generated images.

-1 +1 -1 +1 -1 +1 -1 +1 -1 +1 -1 +1 +1-1 -1 +1

Figure 8. Scaling Directions: The figure depicts the persistent and smooth effects of applying the direction at different scalar coefficients.
We use our Relit-2 direction. A slider at the bottom allows the user to adjust the weight of the relighting direction, producing a seamless
interpolation when increasing or decreasing the intensity of the chosen direction. The relighting effects range from a well-lit room with the
bedside lamp off to weak external lighting with a bedside lamp on.

method should generate images that: are clearly images of
the original layout, but with different materials or colors or
changes in furniture; and display illumination effects that
are consistent with these color changes. As Figure 6 shows,
our method meets these goals. Figure 7 and Figure 8 show
interpolation sequences for a relighting between two direc-
tions and scaling only one direction. Note that the lighting
changes smoothly, as one would expect. Figure 15 in Supple-
mentary shows that our relighting and recoloring directions
are largely disentangled. An ablation for individual losses is
also given in Supplementary Figure 13.
Quantitative Evaluation: Figure 3 shows how we can eval-
uate albedo and lighting shifts. In Table 1 we show we
can generate image datasets with increased FID [18, 34]
(clean-FID) from the base comparison set. This is strong evi-
dence our method can produce a set of images that is a strict
superset of those that the vanilla StyleGAN can produce.
Generality: We have applied our method to StyleGAN
trained on Conference Room, Kitchen, Living Room, Dining
Room, Church, and Face datasets (results in Figure 10).

Comparison to GAN-control: GAN-control (GC) [39] rep-
resents lighting with a spherical harmonic predictor pre-

Table 1. FID measures distribution shift and not realism. Our
generated images are realistic and are out-of-distribution because
of large illumination and color changes in the images. This results
in large FID scores. KDL in the table is for kitchen, dining and
living room which are jointly trained [13].

Type Bedroom KDL Conference Church Faces

StyleGAN (SG) 5.01 5.86 9.35 3.80 5.02
SG + Relighting (RL) 14.23 6.87 10.48 12.12 37.87
SG + Resurfacing (RS 17.03 9.41 10.63 18.60 34.06
SG + RL + RS 21.39 11.68 12.71 21.08 37.40

trained on a parameterized 3D face reconstruction model [9].
This model does not apply to indoor lighting (among other
problems, it predicts all points with the same normal have
the same shading). We trained a GC model on the LSUN
Bedroom dataset with 2 subspaces zk – illumination corre-
sponding to spherical harmonic coefficients, and other to
represent all other structural information. The model was
trained for 800 epochs. GC produces images whose structure
varies wildly with any lighting changes, resulting in large
albedo changes (GC in Figures 3, 9). The difficulty appears
to be that the attribute predictor is easily subverted; if the
lighting representation cannot produce an image that is (say)
dark on the left side, the albedo is adjusted instead.



Image Relit - 1 Relit - 2 Relit - 3 Relit - 4

Figure 9. GAN-control (GC) [39] cannot relight complex scenes
like bedrooms; it completely changes the scene’s layout.

(a) Conference Room Relighting (b) Kitchen Relighting

(c) Living Room Relighting (d) Dining Room Relighting

(e) Relighting outdoor Churches (f) Portrait Relighting
Figure 10. StyLitGAN extends to finding relighting directions for
StyleGANs trained on other datasets.

6. Downstream Applications

Lighting Variance in Surface Normal Prediction: The
Multilum dataset [29] provides images of 1000 various
indoor scenes, each under 25 lighting conditions, physi-
cally relit and captured. A SOTA normal predictor (Om-
nidata [12, 21]) applied to the test set produces surface nor-
mal predictions that vary significantly with changes of light
in a fixed scene (Figure 11, purple bar). Finetuning Omnidata
with the Multilum training dataset significantly reduces this
variance (Figure 11, orange bar); but multiple lightings of
a fixed scene are very hard to find. Finetuning with StyL-
itGAN relights produces comparable improvements; using
seven distinct relights (Figure 11, pale orange bar) is slightly
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Figure 12. A surface normal predictor is finetuned to increase
prediction consistency for relit images of the same scene. General
performance shown on Taskonomy test images parallels that of the
original model. Mean across buildings is given in the last column.

worse than using 25 distinct relights (Figure 11, yellow bar).
The resulting improvement is not at the cost of base accu-
racy. Figure 12 compares the accuracy of various finetuned
models on the Taskonomy test set [50] (recall this involves
thousands of frames each in 10 blocks; we show results
by block). Note that finetuned methods mostly show slight
accuracy improvements over the base model, but losses in
some blocks result in means that match.

In our follow-up work, we also show that StyleGAN
“knows” intrinsic images and can be easily extracted [4].
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A. Losses Ablation
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Figure 13. Ablation study of all required losses. Without con-
sistency loss, there is a significant change in the scene’s albedo.
Without a saturation penalty, the relightings are either too saturated
or undersaturated. Without distinction loss, the relightings are rea-
sonable but not diverse, and without diversity loss the relights are
the same as the original image. However, when we combine all our
losses (gold star), we can produce realistic, plausible, and diverse
relights of the same scene.

B. Choice of Decomposition
The choice of decomposition matters for relighting without
change in geometry and albedo. The best-performing admis-
sible decomposition from our experiments has been a variant
decomposition that models fine edges in albedo rather than
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Figure 14. With an appropriate inversion method [5], we can relight
real scenes. Top row: shows three images of the same scene in
different lightings, obtained from [26]. Middle row: shows relight-
ings of the first image, obtained by Li et al. by inverse rendering,
changing luminaire parameters, then forward rendering [26]. Bot-
tom left: image generated by passing latent variables from our
inversion of the top left image through StyleGAN. Bottom center
and bottom right show relightings obtained by adding a relighting
direction to these latent variables. Recall the relighting directions
are independent of image. The directions were selected by hand to
correspond to the top center, right respectively; directions are Relit
- 5 (visible light off) and Relit - 2 (invisible light off) from Figure 1.
Note: our relights compare well to real images; our relights do
not ring on fine edges (eg the lamp); our relights preserve high
spatial frequencies in the image and do not require CGI, physical
rendering, or light source annotation.

in the shading field. As we apply diversity loss on the shad-
ing field; it is practical to not model geometry (fine edges;
normals). Otherwise, undesirable geometry shifts may occur,
as demonstrated in the videos on our project page. Represen-
tative examples of our modified decomposition can be found
in Fig. 16. Furthermore, we observed that incorporating
gloss as an additional component enhances the identifica-
tion of light sources and facilitates more realistic lighting
alterations while maintaining diverse appearance changes.

C. Albedo Scores and Analogy with CCA

The relevant maximum can be computed by analogy with
canonical correlation analysis. Reshape each color compo-
nent of the patch into an (3MN) vector P with components
pw(i,j),k. Construct (MN) basis vectors xw(i,j) = i and



Figure 15. Simultaneous Joint Relighting and Resurfacing.
Columns show different relights for a fixed resurfacing, and rows
show different resurfacing for a fixed relight. The interactions be-
tween relighting and resurfacing are largely disentangled.

Shading GlossAlbedo

(1)

(2)

(3)

Figure 16. We compare three different decomposition models de-
rived from [14]. We find decomposition (3) to provide significantly
better results with small geometry shifts after relighting. In gen-
eral, the directions obtained with this decomposition are admissible.
The other two decompositions resulted in relighting directions with
large albedo changes. The major differences between these decom-
position methods are (a) we use an additional gloss component
in (2) and (3) and (b) we also assume shading to be smooth and
have all the high-frequency fine-edges information in the albedo to
preserve geometric details without noticeable shifts after relighting
in (3).

yw(i,j) = j. Now construct the (3MN) × 3 matrix M(p)
such that

P′(qx, qy, qc) = M(p)qc =


x1p1,1 y1p1,1 p1,1
. . . . . . . . .

x1p1,2 y1p1,2 p1,2
. . . . . . . . .

x1p1,3 y1p1,3 p1,3
. . . . . . . . .


 qx

qy
qc


(7)

so that da(p,q)

da(p,q) = 1−

max
pc,qc

(qcM
′(p)M(q)pc)√

(qcM′(p)M(p)qc)(pcM′(q)M(q)pc)
(8)

1−

max
pc,qc

qcΣxypc√
(qcΣxxqc)(pcΣyypc)

. (9)

Standard results then yield that

da(p,q) = 1−
√
λx (10)

where λx is the largest eigenvalue of

Σ−1
xxΣxyΣ

−1
yy Σ

T
xy (11)

D. Additional Qualitative Examples and Movies
For better visualization, we provide interpolation movies
on our project page. We use a simple linear interpolation
between distinct relighting directions that we found. The
movies show smooth continuous lighting changes with very
small local geometry changes.

E. Other Experimental Details
For our Model 14 relighting, we employ the following λ
coefficients: λconst = 750, λper = 0.1, λdist = 1, λdeco =
0.01. We also apply distinct λdiv values for different cate-
gories. For bedrooms, we use λdiv = 0.125; for kitchens,
dining, and living rooms, λdiv = 0.25; for conference
rooms, λdiv = 0.4; for faces, λdiv = 0.1; and for churches,
λdiv = 0.5. It is important to note that these coefficients
pertain to the selected model with albedo, shading, and gloss
decomposition, and fine edges are modeled in albedo, as
previously discussed.

For our recoloring or resurfacing, we use the follow-
ing λ coefficients: λconst = 1000, λper = 0.1, λdist =
1, λdeco = 0. We also employ different λdiv values for
various categories. For bedrooms, we use λdiv = 0.3; for
kitchens, dining, and living rooms, λdiv = 1; for conference
rooms, λdiv = 0.5; for faces, λdiv = 0.2; and for churches,
λdiv = 0.6.

For all categories, we employ 2000 search iterations;
however, effective relighting directions become apparent
after only a few hundred iterations. In addition, we utilize
the Adam optimizer for searching the latent directions with
a learning rate of 0.001 and for updating the classifier with a
learning rate of 0.0001.
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Figure 17. Scene-specific performance of a finetuned normal predictor on full Multilum test set, a comprehensive version of Figure 11.
Finetuning with real multi-illumination images and synthetic StyLitGAN relightings both reduce variance in predicted normals.
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